10 Google Drive Activities
 Teachers Can Do Using Chrome Apps

Create visual outlines (mind/concept maps) of complex concepts, ideas and tasks.
Chrome Apps
1. Google
2. MindUp 2.0
3. MindMeister
4. Mindomo
5. iMindQ Online

Merge, convert, edit and share PDF documents.
Chrome Apps
1. PDF Merger
2. Merge PDF
3. PDF to Word Doc Converter
4. Kami PDF and S-Document Markup PDF to JPG

Securely sign, edit, fax and share PDF documents.
Chrome Apps
1. DocHub
2. HelloFax
3. DocsSign
4. HelloSign

Create and share online presentations.
Chrome Apps
1. Slides-Presentation Remote
2. Zoho Show
3. PowrElon Presentations
4. Google Slides
5. Movenoate for Education

Create and edit online forms, surveys, spreadsheets, diagrams, flowcharts, and Excel files.
Chrome Apps
1. Google Forms
2. Google Sheets
3. Zoho Sheet
4. Excel Viewer, Editor
5. Lucidchart Diagrams
6. Draw.io Diagrams
7. JotForm

Create, track and work on collaborative projects in real time.
Chrome Apps
1. Cantr for Google Drive
2. Kambanchi
3. Realtime Board
4. Cacoo
5. Sketchboard.io
6. SmartAmp
7. Conceptboard

Record, edit, and share audio clips, podcasts, and mixes.
Chrome Apps
1. Cloud Audio Recorder
2. Beautiful Audio Editor
3. Audio Cutter
4. TwistedWave
5. Audio Converter

Create stunning visual content.
Chrome Apps
1. Google Drawings
2. Loupe Collage
3. Lucidpress
4. Instagram

Create and share videos and animations.
Chrome Apps
1. Wideo
2. WeVideo
3. Video Converter

Edit, crop, resize and fine-tune images.
Chrome Apps
1. Pixlr Editor
2. Pixlr Express
3. BeFunky
4. Photo Editor with Drive
5. PicMonkey